
Partnership offers



At the core of everything we do lies our  
deep conviction about the power of  
interdisciplinary creativity, the urge to  
inspire and shape, and a commitment  
to community.

This is how you can get involved



Our partnership offers

1. Become a thematic partner
2. Accelerate your venture
3. Exhibit at the gallery
4. Choose from custom programming
5. Sponsor a key event



1. Become a thematic partner



Join us on a facilitated  
exploration of  
transformational themes

WIDEWE WELCOME PARTNERS FROM A  
RANGE OF BACKGROUNDS:

• Business

• Industry

• Finance

• Research

• Academia

• Culture

• Policy

• Consulting

in Science & Tech.

Lean into the future and join us for an  
interdisciplinary journey exploring transformational  
developments in key areas of science and  
technology that will change society and business. As  
a thematic partner, you will acquire core knowledge  
from leading researchers in the field, exchange with  
interdisciplinary partners and dive into trending  
verticals to develop strategies for your organization  
to stay on top of the coming changes.

1. Become a thematic partner



#deep learning #ethical bias #natural language
#neural networks #autonomous vehicles
#e-health #emotions #affective analytics
#general cognition #human machine interfaces
#avatars #human machine interaction

„If you don’t have an AI strategy, you are going to die  
in the world that’s coming“ — Devin Weigh, CEO, eBay

#genetic engineering #telomerase #neurobiology
#e-health #social implications #CRISPR
#anti-aging #personalized medicine
#transhumanism #longevity lifestyle #prosthesis
#dna sequenzing #synthetic biology

„A lot of aging symptoms could, one day,
become a thing of the past“ — XPRIZE Foundation

Longevity

Artificial  
Intelligence

Current thematic tracks
1. Become a thematic partner



Work with us to design a carefully crafted roadmap to  
provide the optimal basis for thematic exploration

 TRAVELING EXHIBITS 

 INFLUENCER CIRCLES 

 MEDIA ACTIVATION 

 FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOPS 

 STARTUP ACCELERATION 

 CORPORATE TRAINING 

 ANALYTICS 

 INSIGHT REPORTS 

 OPEN CALLS FOR WORKS 

 HACKATHONS 

 IDEATION CHALLENGES 

 RESIDENCIES 

 TALKS AND PANELS 

 PARTNER EVENTS 

 RESEARCH 

EXPLORATION INCUBATION CURATION MULTIPLICATION ACCELERATION
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 FESTIVALS AND CONFERENCES 

Establish leadership in the ecosystem
1. Become a thematic partner



2. Accelerate your venture



2. Accelerate your venture

We build your new venture
and provide unique growth
opportunities for startups

30+
Launched Products &  
Incubated Companies

200M+
Funding raised

10+
Companies built  
as founders

OUR OFFERS TO STARTUPS
AND CORPORATIONS

• Venture development

• Incubation

• Acceleration

• Office space (Berlin/LA)

• Custom marketing

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

• Transatlantic acceleration

• Scientific consulting

• Interdisciplinary facilitation

• Focus on key exponential  
areas in science & tech

• Community & cultural  
activation

Entrepreneurship is in our core DNA. STATE’s team has,  
together, built and launched over a dozen companies,  
including a significant technology IPO.



3. Exhibit at the gallery



3. Exhibit at the gallery

Exhibit your prototype  
in the unique setting  
of our concept store 
of the future.

STATE’s gallery is a place for inspiration, interaction  
and exchange. Through its rotating exhibitions,
it offers curated experiences reflecting  
trends in research and science. Discover early
prototypes from cutting edge research labs, meet
up-and-coming artists, and consult with scientists
presenting their latest innovations.

OUR OFFERS TO PARTNERS:

• Exhibit your prototypes  
in a unique setting

• Engage the community  
in the design process

• Activate curated audiences  
with unexpected experiences

• Create early marketing success

• Connect with early  
adopters, ambassadors,  
partners and investors

SUITABLE FOR PARTNERS

• Startups

• Industry

• Research

• Academia

• Culture

• Design



3. Exhibit at the gallery

Product Launches & Collaborations

Interactive Exhibits Art Installations

Research Prototypes



3. Exhibit at the gallery

10 TO 15 EXHIBITS + LOUNGE

Located in the heart of downtown Los Angeles, the  
gallery at STATE Studio features 5 000 sq. ft. of  
exhibition space. It is situated in one of the most  
vibrant cultural areas in LA, surrounded by 30 acres  
of reimagined historic buildings, a multitude of world  
class restaurants and stores, and 1,300,000 sq. ft of  
creative office space.

Participate in an  
urban renaissance



4. Choose from custom programming



4. Choose from custom programming

From hackathons to large festivals:
We concept unique immersive events at  
the cutting edge of science, technology,  
business and culture

A large part of what makes STATE unique is its  
menu of special and carefully programed events  
and initiatives: the STATE culture embraces
interdisciplinary insights and relentlessly encourages  
creativity and interactivity. As a member of STATE  
Studio, you will have access to custom programming

of targeted events and initiatives that are developed  
specifically to suit the needs of your organization.
Formats range from innovation workshops to design  
challenges, hackathons, custom conferences,  
panels and large public events such as festivals
and exhibitions.



4. Choose from custom programming

Contact us for  
examples of custom  
initiatives which  
we can develop for  
your organization.

Hackathons

Design Storms

Brainfood™

Science Slams  

Intern SpeedDating  

Workshops

The Gathering™  

Showcase Displays

Accelerator  
Mentorship

Art Exhibits  
& Films

Recruiting Education Inspiration Branding Foresight

WHY

HOW



5. Sponsor a key event



5. Sponsor a key event

STATE of Emotion
The Sentimental Machine
OCT 5TH -8TH 2017, LOS ANGELES

With STATE of Emotion - The Sentimental Machine,  
STATE explores the subject of emotion and artificial  
intelligence, drawing on the latest research into  
evolutionary origins, emotional contagion and group  
emotion, historical and cultural experiences of  
emotion, machine learning, neuro-enhancement and  
emotional manipulation, emotional machines, the  
emerging affective economy, and much more.

Building on the success of the festival premiere in 
November 2016 in Berlin, STATE is now bringing this
exciting program first time to the US. 

We are curating a festival program of inspiring
talks, discussions, artworks, and performances with  
some of the most engaging scientists, artists and  
thinkers working on the topic of emotion research  
and artificial intelligence today. Immersive visitor  
experiences, workshops and other formats will play  
with or confront these ideas, creating opportunities  
for real participation in the exploration of the  
science of emotion and the technological
advancements in aritificial intelligence.

READ 2016 FESTIVAL PROGRAM WATCH 2016 FESTIVAL VIDEO

Offical part of the
celebrations of 50 years
sister cities Berlin - LA

Formats: Exhibition, Conference, Workshops, 
Pitches, Performances, Interactives, Films
Themes: Artificial Intelligence, Emotions Research, 
Affective Analytics, Neuroenhancement, Affective
Computing, Digital Empathy





Shape the future,  
remain competitive,  
drive the discussion

• Engage with the next generation of innovators  
and creative entrepreneurs in the fields of  
Artificial Intelligence and Human Longevity;

• Leverage our broad reach and deep expertise  
to gain filtered access and information about  
start-ups and other innovative companies;

• Build network to recruit top creative, scientific,  
and technical talent;

• Put your products in the hands of today’s leading  
innovators & artists;

• Rejuvenate team culture by working alongside  
agile cultural rebels;

• Create, capture and distribute content;

• Detect breakthrough ideas and other  
emerging trends;

• Nurture your image as an innovator.

Join the movement



Thematic Corporate Membership
$75K/Year

ACCESS 
An international network of experts to answer 
questions and test hypothesis.

EXPLORE
Transformational topics together with the most 
engaging scientist, thinkers, entrepreneurs, and artist 
working on the topic.

UNCOVER
The latest research, innovation, start-ups

SHARE
Knowledge and experiences

COLLABORATE
With the interdisciplinary leaders that are leading the 
way

BUILD
Lasting and trusted connections and partnerships 

EXPERIENCE
Exceptional scientific and artistic events 

DEVELOP
An understanding of emerging trends and strategies 
for your organization

Pricing & Memberships

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

Customized Partnerships & 
Programs

VENTURE  ACCELERATION
Company-building and cross border growth 
acceleration for early-stage companies and  
established organizations.

GALLERY EXHIBITION ($5K TO $10K/MO)

INNOVATION STRATEGY

EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING

Festival/ Studio Sponsorship 
$10K to $250K

SPONSOR 
Align your brand with our festival and events to 
showcase your brand’s authentic commitment to 
interdisciplinary innovation and culture

ADVERTISE 
In the venues, on the website, in the festival 
guide, on our newsletters

PROMOTE
Your innovations within the ecosystem

RECRUIT
Find Talent

PARTICIPATE
Make connections, find inspiration, and celebrate 
ideas and creativity



Team

Dr. Christian Rauch  
Science & Technology

STATE Festival
Paul Drude Institute  
Science Slam Helsinki

Jonathan Kraft  
Entrepreneurship

Pandora
Idealab
LiftOff

Davide Berruto  
Design

Environment  
TI Capital  
LiftOff



partnerships@statefestival.org 
www.statefestival.org

facebook.com/statefestival  
twitter.com/state_festival  
flickr.com/statefestival  
vimeo.com/statefestival

We look forward to exploring  
partnership models and working  
on custom approaches that  
maximize the value to you and  
your organization.

Get in touch


